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about fender musical instruments corporation since 1946, fender has revolutionized music and culture as one of the worlds leading musical instrument manufacturers, marketers and distributors. fender musical instruments corporation (fmic), whose portfolio of brands
includes fender, squier, gretsch guitars, jackson, evh and charvel, follows a player-centric approach to crafting the highest quality instruments and musical solutions across genres. fmic is dedicated to unlocking the power of music through electric and acoustic guitars,
amplifiers, pro audio, accessories and digital products that inspire and enable musical expression at every stage, from beginners to history-making legends. for more information, visit www.fender.com. panasonics exclusive collaboration with fender has allowed us to
develop a one-of-a-kind vehicle sound system with unsurpassed performance and authenticity, said tom dunn, director global audio solutions for panasonic automotive. we have combined over 100 years of experience developing innovative consumer technologies with
fenders mission to inspire players and music enthusiasts worldwide to create a premium audio system unique to the 2022 frontier. today, panasonic automotive systems company of america, a division of panasonic corporation of north america, is pleased to announce
that the fender premium audio system will debut on the all-new 2022 nissan frontier. the unique collaboration with fender musical instruments corporation has led to an impressively engineered vehicle sound system with uncompromised sound quality and performance.
the 2022 nissan frontier will be the second nissan truck and the only vehicle in its class to feature the fender premium audio system.
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